
 
 

Game Sheet and Time Keeping 
 

Winkler Minor Hockey is giving parents, siblings, relatives etc. the opportunity to take part of the game 
day activities through working the clock and game sheet.  We believe that volunteers are our strength 
and the more opportunities we can provide for you to be involved, the stronger we are.  Benefits to 
helping with the clock and game sheet is the chance to learn something new about the game and see it 
from a different perspective. 
 
Game Sheet 
 
Manager Duties for Game Sheet 

 Home team Manager is responsible to complete the top right section of the game sheet with 
their teams’ roster prior to game time 

 Home Team Manager will then bring the game sheet to the Visiting team Manager for them to 
complete the top left section of the game sheet with their teams’ roster 

 
Teams can also use preprinted stickers to apply to all three copies (White, Yellow, Pink) of their 
teams section.  Stickers must include all information (Jersey number aligned with players full 
name, Coaches, Manager, Safety/Trainer) 
 
Visiting Team (Top left) and Home Team (Top right) 
- POS = Position of player 
- NO = Jersey number of player 
- NAME = Name of player 

 
 Home team Manager will bring the Game Sheet to the Timekeepers Bench (located between the 

penalty boxes) 
 At the end of the game, the home team Manager will retrieve the Game Sheet.  They will ensure 

names of Scorekeeper, Timekeeper and Officials have been completed.  If not, take to the 
Officials (Refs) to sign and complete / add any other notes as required 

 Home team Manager will then bring a copy to the visiting teams Manager. 
  - Winning team will keep the White and Yellow copies 
  - Losing team will keep the Pink copy 

 Winning team manager to forward a copy to their PVMHA Convenor 



Scorekeepers Duties for Game Sheets 
 

1. Scorekeeper to complete the top center section of the game sheet Division, Tier, Date, Time, 
Played At, Game # (Important for playoffs) 
 

2. Goals and Assists 
 Print names of both the Scorekeeper and Timekeeper located on the left side of the 

sheet towards the center 
 Record all scoring for both home and visiting teams in spaces located in the center of 

the sheet, Visiting Team in left column, Home in right column 
 
P = Period the goal was scored 
Time = Time the goal was scored 
SC = Jersey number of the player that scored, provided by the officials 
ASST = Jersey number of the player(s) that assisted the goal, provided by the officials 

 
 At the end of the game, draw a line across the column so nothing can be added and 

write the total score of each team below the line.  Then complete the FINAL SCORE 
boxes located below the scoring columns (Between the red M’s) 

 
3. Penalties 

 Record all penalties for both home and visiting teams in the spaces located at the 
bottom of the sheet, Visiting Team in the left column, Home Team in the right column 

 
P = Period the penalty occurred 
NO = Jersey number of player who committed the penalty 
SERV = Jersey number of player serving the penalty – can be different 
OFFENSE = Penalty call made by Official – provided by Official 
MIN = Length of minutes the penalty will be – provided by Official 
OFF = Time the penalty was called 

 
 At the end of the game, draw a line across the columns so nothing can be added.  Write 

the total amount of penalties in each of the following categories; 
 
Minor – 2 minutes 
Double Minor – 4 minutes 
Major – 5 minutes 
Game Misconducts 

 
 Time outs to be recorded in the Penalty section of each team as they are called (Period 

and Time) 
 Have Officials print and sign names after game on the right side of the sheet in the 

middle, marked REFEREE NAME, LINESMAN NAME 
 Give completed game sheet to home team manager. 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Game Sheet 
 
 
 

 
 
  



Game Clock (See manual below) 
 

 

 
 





 


